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On 21 March 1982, approximately 30 minutes before sunset, we saw an
adult, light-phase Swainson's Hawk (Buteo swainsoni), at Lake Benson. Lake
Benson is near Garner, Wake County, N.C., and is approximately 8 miles S of
Raleigh. The large Buteo was soaring along the line of trees that separates Lake
Benson from the fields to the east. After remaining in sight for approximately 10
seconds and approaching us to within about 7.5 m, the bird turned eastward and
disappeared behind the trees. We were unable to find the bird again that day or on
subsequent days. At the time of the sightings the sun was low but unobscured and
was over our right shoulders. We were facing southeast from the Lake Benson
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Causeway, and the bird was about 100 degrees from the sun. Each of us used 7 x
35 binoculars.

Most noticeable field marks were white wing linings and body contrasting
strongly with dark flight feathers, with dark head and breast region, and with dark
tail. Some white was also present in the face, chin, and throat. Wings were long
and slender-appearing for a Buteo, and when the bird was at a good angle, a weak
dihedral was apparent in the wings. No banding was apparent in the tail from
either above or below, although some faint banding was noticeable on the flight
feathers. It is the experience of Tarbet that the banding of the tail is seldom easily
seen in Swainson's Hawk, with the tail often presenting a general gray color as in
the present case.

We are confident that the bird was a Swainson's Hawk because of wing,
body, and head pattern; shape and size; and wing position while soaring. It also
matched quite closely the numerous members of this species seen by Tarbet in the
West. The bird is rare in North Carolina with only three previous reports (Chat
44:76 and 44:76-78).

Mike Tove, Harry LeGrand, Paul Sykes, and others mentioned the
possibility that this bird was part of the small winter population in Florida,
despite the fact that most of that population is immatures. We can offer no more
likely explanation for the presence of the bird in the Raleigh area and conclude
from the failure to locate the bird later that it was migrating.

We thank the following for their consultation in this matter: John Connors,
Craig Gorsuch, Bob Hader, Ken Knapp, Harry LeGrand, Paul Sykes, Mike
Tove, Bill Wagner, Jeff Walters, and Joe Wonderle.
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